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Introduction. The concept of human capital became widespread in economics in the second half of the XXth century. However, it was quite harmoniously included in the definitions of capital, which were given by the classics of economic theory: A. Smit (Smit, 1993), K. Marks (Marks, 1983), A. Marshall (Marshall, 1993), J.- B. Say (Say, 2000), J. Clark (Clark, 2000), J. Schumpeter (Schumpeter, 2011), and others.

Among those who began to use actively the term «human capital» in their works and to develop the related theoretical foundations, we should first mention G. Becker (Becker, 1994); T. Schultz (Schultz, 1961); J. Mincer (Mincer, 1958); L. Thurow (Thurow, 1970). The main attention in these works was paid to the issues of investing in human capital.

In the 21st century, the importance of human capital in economic systems has increased significantly. It is now becoming increasingly clear that the success of the economic system, from individual enterprises to national economies, is determined not by the availability of natural resources or even financial assets, but by the quality of human capital (Melnyk et al., 2019; Tarkhov et al., 2011, 2012, 2013; Matsenko et al., 2012, 2018).

Today, as humanity enters a phase of the transition to a new socio-economic formation, which can be called a «digital economy», the issues of filling the content of structural and qualitative transformations of human capital during the industrial revolutions (Industries 3.0, 4.0, 5.0), which increasingly begin to define the contours of economic systems, become more urgent. These questions are considered in the article.

1. Fundamentals of capital formation

Man has always been a key factor in the functioning and development of social, and, since the formation of the first agrocoenosis, biosphere systems. The leading role of man is due to the two groups of functions performed by man. First, as a consumer, a person forms the goals of the functioning and development of socio-economic systems and therefore sets the direction and pace of their movement and transformational change. Secondly, as a producer, man determines the nature of productive forces, including the means of meeting these needs (technological basis, types of relations with nature, the specifics of human activities, lifestyle, etc.).

The multifaceted nature of a social life causes a significant difference in views on the specifics of its components. A feature of economic systems is the reproducible nature of their components. Reproduction itself is the basis for determining one of the main economic categories, namely capital. (Simplified scheme of reproduction of the economic cycle is shown in Fig. 1).

In a broad context, capital is the aggregate means, resources, which are used in the economic process (business) (Smit, 1993; Marshall, 1993; Vechkanov et al., 2002), resources for the production of goods and services (Schumpeter, 2011; Rayzberg, 2010; Economic, 1999) or production factors (Say, 2000; Clark, 2000; Dictionary, 2003).

From a physical point of view, any economic system is an open stationary system that carries out material and information metabolism, maintaining the state of its homeostasis. As it is known, for a physical system, energy is defined as a general quantitative measure of various forms of motion, change, and conversion of matter, or the interaction of material objects inside and outside the system. The system loses energy by carrying out metabolic processes. The system compensates for the consumed energy by importing free energy from the external environment through the involvement of energy-intensive substances (energy resources) in the system.
For the economic system, the conditional «energy resources» or quasi-energy resources are material, informational and material-informational assets that determine the ability of the system to perform work, including of physical and mental nature. In this interpretation, quasi-energy resources include any type of capital, including natural and human capital, as well as tangible and intangible assets, money, and their analogs (bonds, other securities, etc.).

For the functioning and development of economic systems, it is necessary to reproduce constantly the conditions of their order, which have trialectic nature, as realized through the interaction of three groups of factors: material, informational and synergetic, the conditional scheme of which is shown in Fig. 2. It is quite reasonable, as we see, that capital is called the material basis of market relations (Popular, 2001). And according to one version, in addition to the feature of «total resources of the economic process» contained in the above definitions, the concept of capital also includes a set of economic relations inherent in the capitalist way of production (Marks, 1983; Vechkanov et al., 2002).

Each of the following in Fig. 2 groups of factors in their way are important for the functioning and development of economic systems. We can even say that these groups of factors, such as the Hypostases of the Christian Trinity, are equal in different ways. In particular, any natural or social system can be destroyed by negatively affecting each of the groups of factors.

For example, the work of a computer can be blocked: a) by destroying some material part; b) by violating its software, namely information software; c) by disconnecting from the Internet or at least from the electrical network (breaking the synergetic connection with the external environment).

A similar situation can be observed on the example of ecosystem destruction through: a) destruction of biological species (material destruction); b) their diseases (information destruction); c) blocking of communications (connections) in the system (synergetic destruction).
Accordingly, the improvement of the functioning of the system is due to the opposite processes of reproduction of each of the groups of factors. The peculiarity of different types of capital is that their reproduction is carried out through investment, namely purposeful spending of various assets or the application of human labor.

Many definitions of capital determine the ability to bring income to its owner as one of its key features. Note that, in our opinion, this phenomenon is indirectly expressed only by the condition of providing a means of reproduction and development of capital (in particular, through self-sufficiency). Return on capital is not always a priority for all its owners.

It is unlikely that for such obsessed with achieving high goals as E. Musk, earning and increasing wealth is the primary goal. Rather, perhaps the opposite: money serves only as a means to achieve purely technical and social goals.

An example can be given from the history of the whole community – the Nepluev Brotherhood. There, the primary goal was the personal development of man (as they would now say «human capital»). Progressive technical development and economic success were also considered important goals in the Brotherhood. But it was considered only as a means of ensuring social development (Melnyk, 2018).

In our opinion, such a view of the role of capital will come to the forefront as we move towards the information society. This is exactly the idea expressed by K. Boulding in the article «From the cowboy economy to the spacemen economy» (Boulding, 1966).
2. Human capital as the driving force of the economic system

Man acts as a leading resource (asset) used in all phases of economic systems and, therefore, quite rightly corresponds to the key feature of capital, the definition of which we have given above. Moreover, man is the driving force behind the processes of reproduction of the components of the economic system in the broadest sense of the term. Let's name the specified components.

*Demand for enterprise products;* it is reproduced through the consistent formation of: needs, interests, financial capacity of consumers to purchase certain types of products. Investment in demand can be carried out through education and self-education of consumers, horizontal dissemination of information between them, through the media, through measures (policies) of state or local administrations (especially for socially important or environmentally friendly products), advertising activities of producers. Each of these activities requires spending money, tangible assets, labor, time. Consumers in all these processes act as subjects of the economic process, forming the purposes (directions) of the manufacture of products, and at the same time are objects of influence of other subjects of the economic process (for example, manufacturers).

*Property relations;* they are sold by the owners of production assets, which mobilize a critical mass of capital (quasi-energy) to initiate the economic process, and then to adjust the necessary reproduction processes. Investments are made through education and self-education of potential owners, corporatization, lending, and other types of fundraising.

*Performers;* they carry out the implementation of production processes through the acquisition (at the expense of owners) and the creation of material and information assets, production processes, personnel management, product sales, the supply of resources, the impact on the environment. Investment is carried out through the creation of production assets (through equity, share capital, and borrowed capital), education and self-education of performers, their education and training (formation of beliefs, worldview, knowledge, skills, responsibilities, habits, ability to work in a team, physical and psychological traits).

*A higher level of administration and institutions;* they are carried out by the governing state and local bodies that provide the institutional conditions in which economic entities operate. It is reproduced at the expense of tax and other revenues (investments) through the formation of appropriate institutions and the necessary measures.

*Infrastructure support.* It is reproduced at the expense of the state, joint-stock, and private investments to create the necessary conditions for the management of economic systems, in particular, through the objects of communication, educational, health, information, legal, cultural, and other activities.

*Natural factors;* provide the reproduction of natural resources and components of the natural environment. Sources of investment are funds and activities of the state budget, economic entities, individuals, various funds, and payments.

We emphasize once again that the directions and efficiency of the processes of reproduction of these components fully depend on the qualitative properties of human capital.

K. Marks considered the ability to self-growth to be an important property of capital (according to Marks, capital is a self-growing value). In this case, Marks formulated the necessary condition for such self-growth. A means of labor can exhibit similar properties (bring the owner more value than his own) only when its owner directly or indirectly enters into economic relations with the owner of labor (Marks, 1983). In other words, physical capital must unite with human capital. Only human capital is the driving force of economic processes that activate other components of capital at any stage of its reproduction and rotation.
3. Trialectic of reproduction of human capital

**Man as a key factor in the economic system.** The main driving force of any socio-economic system is the activities of people. Man of the economic system performs key functions in the economic system:

- **designer** (means of production, construction materials, technologies, energy supply systems, consumer goods, human habitat, communications, etc.)
- **manufacturer** (all of the above);
- **organizer** (processes of design, production, and consumption of products);
- **communicator** (the subject that determines the implementation of relations in society);
- **consumer** (material and information benefits).

It is impossible to understand the content of the development of economic systems without realizing the nature of the essential origins of man, which form the contours of human capital.

Each person is a single system formed by a triad of its essential origins: «bio», «socio», «labor». «Bio» is formed by the material nature of man and is realized through the physiological processes of metabolism occurring in the body. «Socio» is an intangible informational origin that realizes the personal essence. «Labor» operates based on a person's ability to perform work through the integration of human strength traits «bio» and personal characteristics of a person «socio». The difference in the essential origins of man leads to the formation of three different groups of needs, which differ significantly from each other, and in many respects are even contradictory.

Since the formation of society and the emergence of personal origins in man there is the formation of two interconnected systemic entities.

The man continues to be one of the representatives of the animal world, with its inherent metabolism, thermoregulation, movements. In other words, it remains an organism that constantly needs to maintain physiological functions to survive.

On the other hand, a person arises and begins to develop a personal essence, namely a certain intangible, purely informational phantom, which consumes only information. It is likely that this human essence is meant when talking about the «soul» of man. A person's personality can be formed only in society, in interaction with other similar individuals. Thus, the personal essence of man can still be called a social person, or «socio».

The necessary system of conditions of the external environment and the internal nature of man, which ensures the sustainable existence of man as a species, should be considered an ecological factor in human life. Creating the necessary conditions, nature performs its physiological functions in relation to man, ensuring the harmony of the human body with the natural environment. Gradually, man has learned, within certain limits, to artificially create the conditions of his existence, conditioning them to his needs. To do this, a person puts between himself and nature a man-made environment, which is created just by the economy. In it, a man actually exists, consuming no less man-made products (food, drinking water, and consumer goods, including services).

Man himself as a biological being has changed little compared to his ancestors. The limit of human viability still lies in the narrow intervals of environmental conditions, which correspond to the homeostasis of the human body. To analyze the preconditions for the reproduction of human capital, it is advisable to consider the needs of these three human beings.

**Man-«bio» needs.** In general, the physiological needs of man can be combined into several groups:

- space for existence;
- physicochemical and biological properties of the environment, including space factors;
- air for breathing;
- food and drinking water resources;
- opportunities for physical activity;
- information, including the presence of positive and negative emotions.

**Personal needs of the man.** The formation of the foundations of the information society, to which humanity is approaching, requires a deep understanding of the nature of the information person, namely the personal human. After all, in the future information society, it is the personal human who will have to play a major role in the economic system, where the personal («socio»), namely the information essence of man will be the main designer, producer, and consumer of goods and services. The latter for this reason will also be most informative.

It is likely that in the very first approximation, a human's personal needs (namely, those that ultimately form a man «socio») can be conditionally grouped into the following groups:

- **ensuring psychological and social well-being, mental health** (development of a sense of optimism, stability, the joy of life, own social necessity);
- **the possibility of informational knowledge of the world** (including the implementation of cognitive instincts);
- **opportunity for creative development** (development of creative abilities, a satisfaction of aesthetic needs, development of a sense of beauty and harmony);
- **the impulse of creativity** (source of inspiration);
- **conditions of moral education and improvement**; this is what forms the relationship between the needs for themselves and the needs of other people (a sense of patriotism, a tendency to self-sacrifice and self-restraint, a sense of duty, the ability to empathize, etc.).

**Man-«labour» needs.** Regarding the economic system, man acts in two roles: producer and consumer.

As a consumer, man is the bearer of the needs of the triad of subsystems («bio-labor-socio»), which exists in itself.

The needs of the people are a necessary component of the economic system. For its continuous functioning, it is necessary that the needs of people are constantly reproduced.

The human needs of «labor» as a producer are determined by three main groups of factors:

- resource needs (material, energy, utilization; the latter is limited by the availability of sufficient assimilation «containers» for waste);
- conditions for the reproduction of physiological conditions of man as a labor resource;
- conditions for the reproduction of personal qualities of man as a labor resource.

As we see, the second and third groups of factors determine the needs of man-«labors» the needs of man-«bio» and man-«socio». Looking ahead, this creates a basis for linking a person's physiological and personal needs with economic assessments.

**Comparative analysis of the needs of different essential origins of man.** Of course, the mentioned division of human beings into «bio», «labor», «socio» is largely conditional. After all, this triad of entities is forced to exist in a single body, sometimes it is difficult to identify the characteristics of each of these entities. With his mind and will, man strives to ensure that the goals of each of the parts of his essential triad coincide or are close to it. In this case, we can assume that there is a harmony of different origins in a person, and he experiences emotional comfort.

Such an analysis is extremely important for the formation of ideas about the role of man in the economic system. A person can act in several interrelated roles, among the most important of which can be called such ones, as designer, manufacturer, and consumer.
The evolution of human capital in the transition to the information society. The informational needs of a person «socio» are designed to transform the entire system of values, forming a kind of public order. Its main purpose - to meet the demands, which are necessary for the development of personal qualities. The physiological needs of man-«bio» (needs for food, water, living conditions, etc.) and the technocratic interests of man-«labor» (the pursuit of profit, career growth, prestige, etc.) are replaced by human needs «socio» (physical improvement, intellectual development, the realization of creative abilities, acquisition of knowledge, rest and pleasure).

Man-consumer. The digital economy is fundamentally different from the human consumer of previous eras. The main thing is that the vast majority of personal needs become an aim itself, rather than a means of obtaining material benefits in the future. By the way, the latter gradually turn from primary goals into a means of obtaining informational benefits. Just as today the car is transformed from a means of traveling out of town for growing and harvesting into a means of traveling to the forest or the sea for rest and reproduction of mental forces.

Man-producer will increasingly move from the impact on material objects of labor (change of shapes, sizes, properties) to the impact on the information. Even in the case of the manufacture of material products, the task of the human producer will increasingly shift from the transformation of material substance (this function will be transferred to machines) to the formation of information programs, combining and interacting in space and time of material and information production assets.

Man-designer designs the contours of the environment where a person will live and work, as well as the products that he will consume. We can likely expect two key transformations in the activity of the human designer:

- sphere of consumption: the transition from the design of individual goods and services to the formation of vital complexes (creating conditions for the comfortable existence of man-«bio»), the maximum development of man-«socio» and the creative career of man-«labor»;
- sphere of production: the transition from the creation of objects of labor alien to nature (in their composition and properties) and «broken» production cycles to the formation of acceptable to natural objects of labor, the production, and use of which is organized in closed cycles.
The described directions of expected changes, of course, very schematically characterize only some separate features of the difficult multifaceted phenomenon under the conditional name «transition to the digital economy».

4. The formation of the digital economy and the transit of reproduction of human capital

Any revolution brings radical changes to society. The Third, Fourth, and Fifth Industrial Revolutions, which happen now, promise to be the basis of a phase transition that changes all spheres of human existence, civilizations, including the means of production, economic relations, lifestyle, basic needs, and occupations, as well as many other attributes of life. Many publications (Agamirzyan, 2013; Rifkin, 2013; Rifkin, 2015; Schwab et al., 2018; Schwab, 2017; Rossi, 2018) consider certain aspects of transformation processes during the Third and Fourth industrial revolutions.

Speaking of the transition to a new socio-economic formation (it is called differently in different sources: digital, additive, sustain, «green», etc. – depending on the key feature underlying the analysis), it should be understood that for humanity it is necessary to prepare for an endless change of basic production origins and social institutions in the next decades. This means that in constant development and transformational shifts human capital should exist, which ensures not only the functioning of ecological systems but also their modification during these industrial revolutions.

It should be noted the close relationship between the emergence and implementation of industrial revolutions, their logical sequence, and causation.

The industry has donated: electricity, engineering, standards, production lines, vending machines, radio and television, new substances, chemical fertilizers, cars and airplanes, computers, copiers and much more. And most importantly, it has brought almost complete literacy population and information goods that satisfy the personal essence of man: literature, cinema, television, sports shows, tourism, etc.

However, it turned out that this comprehensive industrial idyll has one very serious flaw. The industry tends to destroy or pollute the nature around it, trying to subdue it to their interests. The miracle machine turned out to be unusually voracious. For two and a half hundred years after its invention, people are worried about how to feed the insatiable mouth of the machine with coal, oil, and gas. The subsoil is destroyed, landscapes are distorted, ecosystems are disturbed.

With the growth of human education, it became increasingly clear that Nature is a complex system of self-regulation of mass-energy-information-exchange processes, where there are many patterns and limitations. One such restriction has already given people the red light to produce any additional energy other than that which the Earth receives from outer space (particularly from the Sun). Otherwise, it threatens to overheat the planet and unbalance its energy system, and critically disrupt the climate.

Energy dimension. The solution of the ecological and energy problem within the framework of thermal energy has begun to be realized through the use of alternative energy sources that do not add heat to the planet (as traditional energy does due to energy combustion and heat formation due to waste from these processes). Alternative energy sources only redistribute the energy that the planet receives from space. These are, first of all, different solar panels, as well as those generators that use different types of movements or differences in physical potentials (wind, waves, tides, heat pumps, etc.).

Resource dimension creates another problem that is designed to be solved by the Third Industrial Revolution. The fact is that man digs out of the depths of nature so much matter that
its ecosystems do not have time to restore their landscapes. Man makes good use of no more than 5% of the extracted material resources. The rest (over 95%!) return to Nature but in a much more toxic and dangerous form.

Traditionally, people used the so-called subtractive (from the English «subtract») method. It was based on cutting off all the excess during the production process. Thus, at all its stages the same 90-95% of extracted raw materials remain superfluous. This leaves behind monuments to inefficient production and waste in the form of heaps, landfills, piles of waste, and simple garbage.

The 3D printer works completely differently. Drop by drop, he creates future consumer products, leaving almost no waste. And that's not all! If there are similar 3D printers in different parts of the world, it will be unnecessary to transport manufactured goods over long distances. It will be enough just to transfer their information images from the manufacturer. And the potential consumer can easily «print» them on their 3D printer.

When the contours of the «green» economies loomed on the horizon, another serious problem began to emerge.

The fact is that the new economy can only be a network, where billions of different production units (machines, things, enterprises) will work in a single system. And with such its construction, it will be so informationally complex that a person will no longer be able to control it in real-time. There is only one way out. This system should operate automatically.

The Fourth industrial revolution. Information construction of technical systems on Earth has reached great complexity. Only the most technical systems, armed with the appropriate super-means of information processing, capable of operating at super-speed, can cope with such super-complexity.

Of course, one speed, even a «super» one, clearly did not work. Artificial intelligence is already needed. Because what does «information processing» mean? This is, first of all, its analysis and decision-making and answers to questions, such as: «What to do?» or «When is it better to do something?» or: «Which option is better to choose?» and more.

Revolutionary changes took place, which started the Fourth Industrial Revolution (also called Industry 4.0). First, machines began to evolve into cyber-physical systems. They «see» and «hear» around the senses - sensors, and «think» with a computer «brain».

The second event was that all these cyber-physical systems merged into a single technical civilization. This phenomenon is called the Internet of Things. Communicating with each other through the Internet, things were able to make their own decisions, produce goods, serve the person, adapting to our desires and preferences.

The Fifth industrial revolution. Implementation of Industry 4.0 in the new volume of raises another problem, which is to be solved by the Fifth Industrial Revolution. The fact is that cyber-physical system that does not require the participation of the human factor displace man from the production space. This poses significant threats to the personal development of mankind. After all, without the need to solve serious problems of economic development, humanity is doomed to consumer degradation. It is the search for the place of man in the economic system of the cyber-physical age that is aimed at the development of man.

According to the authors of the concept of human beings, a man really must abandon the processes of production, from which he is already being displaced by cyber-physical systems and the Internet of Things. They will perform all routine, standard, monotonous and uninteresting work. But the person who will leave production will be a man—«labor», who is accustomed to performing standard operations that produce standardized products for consumers with standard needs and requests.
In place of the man-&lt;labour&gt; in the production must come a completely different person – a man-personality. Instead of making products, it will create information images that will easily materialize additive technological systems with the help of 3D printers. That's similar to how 2D printers now print everything we have invented on the displays. Moreover, the final product will materialize at its destination, namely at the consumer's address. And what is important – this product will be personalized, namely made according to individual wishes and preferences of consumers.

This is extremely important. After all, the main consumer will also be a person. And the personal development of mankind is possible only where people differ from each other, and this difference will increase.

And the production itself will not be like what we are used to. There will be no fences, no passages, no rattling equipment. The latter may remain in some form. However, it will not irritate a person there, because it will work independently under the control of Internet of Things.

**Transit of human capital.** In a concise article, we do not have the opportunity to set ourselves a large-scale task of a systematic analysis of the possible dynamics of the human capital content during the phase of transition. Let us identify only the key areas of the necessary transformational changes in human competencies, which can ensure adequate functional activity of human capital in the context of these three industrial revolutions. The main directions of human transformation, which are dictated by their specifics, include:

- *sustainization* (including greening) of human consciousness; the ability to «think globally, act locally» is especially important in order to implement specific activities taking into account the possible global and long-term consequences;
- restructuring of professional knowledge and skills for the production and operation of *alternative technologies* («green» energy and additive production methods);
- *digitalization of competencies*; involves mastering the skills of digital transmission of information, control over the relevant production tools and remote communications;
- mastering the competencies of the *owner of alternative technologies* and the subject of solidarity economy;
- *networking of competencies*; involves the formation of the necessary knowledge and skills to carry out the necessary professional activities through the Internet or its use as a working tool;
- formation of skills to live and act in the conditions of total introduction of means of the Internet of Things;
- *sociologization of development*; transition to priority development of the man origins in the conditions of full maintenance of material well-being and automation of production;
- formation of *synergetic connection with cyber-physical systems and artificial intelligence*.

Taking into account the leading nature of human capital in the development of socio-economic systems, these transformational trends can be seen as crucial steps in the transition of mankind to the «digital» economy.

**Conclusions.** Human capital is the driving force of both the reproduction of various forms of capital and the functioning of economic systems in general. With careful analysis, we can trace the trialectic processes of reproduction of human capital. This is due to three key points:

- the *production* process is based on the threefold interaction and reproduction of three key origins: material, informational, synergistic;
- the process of consumption provides a reproduction of the triune nature of man, which carries biological, social (personal), and labor (economic) origins;
- production and consumer transaction can be considered a kind of triad, in which the sphere of production (also being a triad) is mainly of material and energy origin (producing goods), the sphere of consumption provides mainly informational origin (giving impulse to production in the form of answers to questions: what, how much, how and for whom to produce?), and the interface sphere (marketing, trade) – a synergetic origin (connecting these two areas).

Today, when humanity has entered a phase of the transition to a new socio-economic formation, the role of human capital has grown significantly. It is becoming increasingly clear that the success of economic systems is determined not by tangible assets (natural resources, means of production, financial funds), but by the quality of human capital. The issues of filling the content of human capital transformations, which are dictated by the course of modern industrial revolutions (Industries 3.0; 4.0 5.0), which define the contours of the future digital economy, are becoming more and more relevant.
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В статье исследуются роль и различные проявления человеческого капитала в функционировании и развитии цифровой экономики. Ключевым контекстом исследования является феномен воспроизводства компонентов человеческого капитала, включая процессы производства и потребления. В качестве важной предпосылки воспроизводства анализируется феномен упорядочения трех основных начал функционирования экономических систем: материального, информационного и синергетического. Взаимосвязь и взаимодействие этих источников играют важную роль в формировании различных типов капитала, включая человеческий. В статье раскрываются содержание и направления инвестирования в основные составляющие воспроизводственного цикла экономической системы: спрос, отношение собственности, исполнители, органы управления, инфраструктура, природные факторы. Статья посвящена анализу триалектических основ воспроизводства человеческого капитала через формирование и взаимодействие сущностных начал человека: биологического, социального и
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У статьї досліджено роль та різні прояви людського капіталу у функціонуванні та розвитку цифрової економіки. Ключовим контекстом дослідження є явище відтворення складових людського капіталу, включаючи процеси виробництва та споживання. Як важлива передумова відтворення аналізується явище впорядкування трьох основних витоків функціонування економічних систем: матеріального, інформаційного та синергетичного. Взаємозв'язок та взаємодія цих витоків відрізняється від споживача людини попередніх епох. Головне, що переважна більшість особистих потреб стає самоціллю, а не засобом отримання матеріальних благ у майбутньому. Людина переходить від впливу на матеріальні предмети праці (зміна форм, розмірів, властивостей) до впливу на інформацію (розвиток креативних індустрій, вибір корисної інформації з великих масивів даних). На основі аналізу предметної основи трьох основних витоків людського капіталу через формування та взаємодію основних витоків людини: біологічного, соціального та трудового. Людина-споживач цифрової економіки принципово відрізняється від споживача людини попередніх епох. Головне, що переважна більшість особистих потреб стає самоціллю, а не засобом отримання матеріальних благ у майбутньому. Людина-виробник все частіше переходить від впливу на матеріальні предмети праці (зміна форм, розмірів, властивостей) до впливу на інформацію (розвиток креативних індустрій, вибір корисної інформації з великих масивів даних). На основі аналізу предметної основи трьох основних витоків людського капіталу за контекстом дослідження є явище відтворення складових основ відтворення людського капіталу в цифровій економіці. Ключові слова: людський капітал, економічна система, процес, цифрова економіка, промислова революція.
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